EZ StorDrawer

EXTENDING MAIL DRAWER STORAGE SOLUTION

The EZ StorDrawer™ extending mail
drawer system is designed to be used
as a stationary mail traying system
with or without an overhead conveyor
or as a mobile mail tray cart
Uses full-extension premium
slides with steel ball bearings
so shelves will open and close
smoothly and effortlessly.
Extended EZ StorDrawer™
shelves allow full access to
mail trays for loading.
Each EZ StorDrawer™ shelf
has built in tag holders to
properly identify sorter bins.
EZ StorDrawer™ models are
available for all types of
Multi Tiered sorters.
Extra mail tray and sleeve
storage on bottom shelf.
Heavy duty, double bearing
casters with brakes for easy
maneuverability.
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16 tray Models

EZ StorDrawer™
Shown as stationary system with conveyor

EZ

StorDrawer™ will enhance the automation in your mail sorting
operation, providing an organized method of staging, storing and sleeving sorted mail generated by your sorter. Each mail tray is located directly
across from the vertical sort bins. This “one to one” relationship minimizes
the chances for incorrectly trayed mail. As mail is swept from the sort bins, it
is loaded into the corresponding mail trays. Rejection by the US Post Ofﬁce
due to incorrectly trayed mail can be very costly to your organization in both
time and effort.
The EZ StorDrawer™ can be used as a stationary mail drawer staging and
retrieval system with an optional conveyor mounted on top, as shown above,
or a a mobile system without conveyors, as pictured below. Used either way,
mail is handled in a faster and more organized manner. Easy to read bin tags
identify the proper sort bin for each mail tray. Each EZ StorDrawer unit has
three or four extending shelves that accommodates four or ﬁve mail trays each,
depending on model. Each shelf fully extends for easy mail tray access.
The EZ StorDrawer™ is constructed with welded stainless steel, that will provide years of dependable service to any operation. Used as a cart, the EZ
StorDrawer™ includes heavy duty double bearing casters, with brakes, for
easy maneuverability. Models available for all sorters.

Welded brushed stainless
steel construction provides
years of maintenance free
service.
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Model 15 - EZ StorDrawer™
Shown with casters for mobility

Two Model 16 - EZ StorDrawers™
With drawers partially extended

